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For more information, contact SA Stud Book 
on 051 410 0900 or visit the websites  

www.sastudbook.co.za or www.logix.org.za.

T
he most common method 
currently used globally to 
measure the carcass traits 
of live cattle and sheep, is 
real-time ultrasound or RTU 
scanning. During this process, 

an ultrasonic image of the diameter of the 
muscle being scanned appears on a screen.

The traits measured on the back between 
the 12th and 13th ribs, are the surface of the 
eye muscle (longissimus dorsi, ribeye or back 
biltong), the thickness of the subcutaneous 
fat and marbling (intramuscular fat). Rump 
fat thickness is also measured. 

Benefits of accurate measurement
There are many benefits to the accurate 
measurement of the carcass traits of live 
animals. These include that more animals 
can be measured, which contributes to 
accurate selection and improves genetic 
progress. RTU scanning is relatively 
inexpensive and the scanning device is easy 
to transport. There is no radiation involved 
and animals do not need to be sedated. 

However, RTU scanning cannot measure 
meat tenderness directly. Meat tenderness 
poses a significant challenge to the beef 
industry, as it plays a key role in consumer 
satisfaction. Meat tenderness is the only trait 
that requires measuring after the animal has 
been slaughtered, for it to be accurate. It is 
objectively measured with a Warner-Bratzler 
device that cuts through a meat sample.

Carcass traits and RTU scanning
In South Africa, carcass traits are already 
measured using RTU scanning. Apart from 
carcass traits, other traits that are also known 
are the age, weight, growth, height, length 
and intake (some tests) of the bulls. These 
traits affect red meat yield and quality, 
among others, and are linked to optimal 
production and profit.

It has been scientifically proven that 
animals with a larger eye muscle carry 
more red meat. Back-fat thickness is a 
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good indication of fat cover, while rump 
fat thickness is beneficial when very thin 
animals are scanned. It can be used to 
improve the estimates of overall fat cover.

Consumers prefer soft, juicy and 
flavoursome meat without visible fat. 
Consequently, if breeders select for the 
market, they need to select animals with less 
subcutaneous fat but with more marbling. 
However, due to underlying genetic 
correlation, a decrease in marbling may 
accompany selection for reduced fat.

Pros and cons of fat
According to the literature, selecting for 
reduced fat may have an adverse effect 
on fertility. It has been shown that the 
daughters of bulls selected for reduced 
fat, often reach puberty much later, have 
difficulty conceiving and have a longer 
gestation period, which may increase birth 
weight and lead to calving problems.

A good layer of fat on the carcass 
protects it from weight loss and cold 
shock during refrigeration, and prevents 
the meat from getting tougher. High 
subcutaneous fat is positively correlated to 
early sexual maturity and benefits carcass 
traits (including marbling), but is adversely 
correlated to weight gain and consumer 
preference.

Fat thickness is therefore a trait with an 
intermediate optimum – both extremes 
are undesirable. Bulls that have the desired 
levels of performance for reduced fat and 

higher fertility should be selected using 
breeding values.

Genomic selection
SNPs (pronounced ‘snips’) are genomic 
markers found on the DNA of animals and 
are responsible for variation among animals. 
SNPs serve as markers for the different 
genes that animals carry. By determining the 
correlations between SNPs and production 
traits, it can be determined which SNPs 
affect specific traits.

For example: If the SNPs for meat 
tenderness, found in animals measured for 
this trait, are included in routine genetic 
evaluations, unmeasured live animals can 
be selected for this trait. Genomic testing 
can also be used to identify possible 
replacement heifers that have greater 
genetic potential for beneficial carcass 
traits. SNP information for RTU-measured 
traits is already included by SA Stud Book in 
breeding value estimations (GEBVs).

One study found 43 markers for eye 
muscle surface, 65 for back fat and 53 
for rump fat, while another study found 
73 SNPs for weight-related properties on 
chromosome 6 alone. However, it has also 
been found that important SNPs differ 
between studies. This probably means 
that markers and genes are breed or 
environment specific, and that each breed 
and country must do its own genomic 
studies, as SNP information is not necessarily 
transferable between breeds and countries. 

The white flecks of fat seen inside the block are an indication of marbling.


